Project “Наш Остин” (Our Austin)
Goals of the project “Our Aus8n”

• Actively engage students in language learning beyond classroom
• Improve reading, writing, listening, and speaking skills
• Raise awareness of Russia-related groups and events in Austin
• Break psychological barriers by promoting interactions with native speakers
• Prepare students for real-life interactions in target country
• Russian Speakers’ Society
• Sasha’s Gourmet Russian Market and Café
• Russian Orthodox Church
• Russian Child Care Center “Elochka”
• Russian School
• Russian Seniors Club
Where to find information?

Language and culture groups on popular networking websites:

• Facebook!
• www.meetup.com
• Departmental webpages
Hey guys! I just started this group for our class so we can have a place to post fun things about Russian, Russians, and Russia... such as videos, music, pictures, news, opportunities, etc. :) Enjoy! :)

New Russian Drama Festival | breakingstring.com
breakingstring.com
Thanks to generous support from the Center for International Theatre Development and Austin's Fusebox Festival, NRDfest is free and open to the public.
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Tara Saad likes this.

Write a comment...
YOU KNOW YOU ARE RUSSIAN WHEN...

SOMEONE'S TELLING YOU ABOUT A PERSON'S SCAR AND SUCH AND THEY SHOW IT ON THEMSELVES. YOU SAY "NE POKAZYVAJ NA SEBE" MAKE THEM TAKE IT WITH THEIR HANDS AND BLOW IT AWAY

YOUKNOWYOUREUSSIANWHENTUMBLR